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The Dulevo 52 and 75 industrial The Dulevo 52 and 75 industrial 

sweeper are a compact-sized sweeper are a compact-sized 

machines containing all the machines containing all the 

technology of larger machines technology of larger machines 

used in heavy industry. Compact, used in heavy industry. Compact, 

captivating and featuring high captivating and featuring high 

industrial design.industrial design.
The Dulevo 52 and 74 industrial The Dulevo 52 and 74 industrial 

sweeper have been designed to sweeper have been designed to 

be used in all environments, both be used in all environments, both 

civil and industrial, wherever there civil and industrial, wherever there 

is a need for a sweeper capable is a need for a sweeper capable 

of reaching even the most difficult of reaching even the most difficult 

places, for the removal of all traces places, for the removal of all traces 

of dirt and fine particles.of dirt and fine particles.
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To simplify maintenance, the machine has been designed with easy access to the power unit and all major components. 

The waste container, which can be removed, is characterized by its large capacity and easy handling ensured by 2 

sliding wheels and a comfortable towing handle.

Technical data 52 EH 52 SH 74 EH 74 SH

Sweeping witdh

- With main brush mm 500 700

- With main brush  and Rh side brush mm 700 900

- With main brush  and side brushes mm 900 1100

Hopper capacity L 40 50

Cleaning performance m2/h 4000 5000

Maximum speed km/h 4,5

Fuel Battery 12V Petrol Battery 12V Petrol

Length x width x height mm 1320 x 872 x 920 1320 x 1072 x920

The Dulevo 52 and 74 are small sweepers containing 
all the technology which have made Dulevo famous 
around the world, as demonstrated by the exceptional 
performance of its road and heavy duty industry 
sweepers.

- Highly robust construction;

- Maximum reliability;

- Exceptional cleaning performance;

- Unprecedented levels of particle control at a world-
level, thanks to the exclusive application of GORE® 
material filters.
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